2023-2024 CALENDAR

JUL 26 • Meet the Members - SOCIAL
SEP 13 • Immediate Implant Temporization - Step by Step
OCT 18 • MEMBER Case Presentations
NOV 22 • Osseo-Densification
JAN 31 • Managing RCDSO complaints - PLP
MAR 6 • Get the FULL picture - Understanding CT
MAY 8 • Managing Peri-implantitis
JUNE 12 • Surgical Efficiency - A TEAM approach

✓ Support & Mentorship
✓ Live Surgery observation
✓ Connect with over 100 dentists across Ontario
✓ Active Group Chat Forum
✓ Learn, SHARE and HELP each other
✓ EXCLUSIVE member discounts
✓ Group purchasing
✓ Case Acceptance and Team Building
✓ And much more!

“An INCREDIBLE network of dentists that truly want to HELP, SHARE & EDUCATE.”

MEMBERSHIP REGISTRATION 2023/24

First Name ___________________________ Clinic Name ___________________________
Last Name ___________________________
Address ____________________________ Postal ____________________________
City/Province ________________________ Tel ____________________________
Email ______________________________

Membership Fee
Full membership - $2195 +HST
• 1yr membership • 8 sessions
Group Chat Forum Only - $999 +HST

Contact
drsheikh@livedentalsurgery.com
905.791.8768
www.livedentalsurgery.com

www.facebook.com/ODInetwork
@ontariodentalimplantnetwork
www.youtube.com/user/dramsheikh
twitter.com/ODInetwork